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ROBERT F. LEGGET Canada, National Research Council, Diaision of Building Research

SoiL Its Geology and Use

Address as Retiring Presidcnt of The Geological Society of America, Inc.

Geology in its many and varied facets is splendidly pictured in the long succession of addresses

delivered to this Society by its Presidents at successive annual meetings. The seventy-three re-

sulting papers present a fascinating kaleidoscope of the science of the earth. From the "Geologic

History of Sea Water" (Rubey, 1951) to "Dry Land in Geology" (Coleman, l91Q; from "The

Depths of the Earth" (D"ly, 1933) to "Folded Mountains and Isostasy" (Lawson, 1927); from

"The Hot Spring Problem" (Day, 1939) to the "Evolution of Oases and Civilizations" (Pum-

pelly, 1906)-so wide-ranging has been the choice of subiects for this annual occasion. One

president chose as his topic "Eutopotropism" (Lane, 1932) for the explanation of which unusual

title reference must reallv be made to the address itself.r

The applications of geology in the service of man have not been neglected, C. P. Berkey's

notable paper on the place of the geologist in public works being still remembered by older

Fellows (Berkey, 1942).The Society's benefactor, R; A. F. Penrose, |r., addressed the Society

when he was its President on "Geology as an Agent in Human Welfare" (Penrose, l93l). Even

broader in its implications was the choice of subiect by another Canadian predecessor, W, H,

Collins, speaking on "Geology and Literature" (Collins, 1935).

What, then, can be the subiect for this talk, if repetition is to be avoidedl The choice is the

more diffrcult for one who has been concerned mainly with the applications of geology, a "worker

in the kitchen of science rather than in the study" (if an old but singularly appropriate phrase

may be borrowed for this occasion). Fortunately, a.careful study of all the privious addresses

provides a ready answer, for, wide as is the coverage of the science of the earth in these published

addresses, they suggest that almost all earth scientists are "hard rock geologists," pure or applied,

some few having special interest in mining and one or two in geophysics.

It has recently been estimated that at leastT2 percent of the surface of the globe (excluding the

area covered by ice, permafrost, and fresh water) is covered with soil (Goldberg and others,

1965). This striking fact appears to have been touched upon only rarely in the presentations of

preceding Presidents. "The Pleistocene Formations of New York" (Fairchild, l9t3) and a review

of the "Present Phase of the Pleistocene in Iowa" (Calvin, 1909) are the only Presidential ad-

dresses devoted entirely to Pleistocene geology, although this branch ofearth science was touched

upon by Coleman (1916) and Scott (1925), while in a well-remembered p-aper on "Geological

Geomorphology," Russell (1958) very naturally noted the importance of Pleistocene studies.

But that appears to be all, and even in these five papers there is nothing about soil as a material.2

To deal with the mundane subject of soil on an occasion such as this might appear to be taking

too great a liberty, were it not that there is some precedent for this choice of subject. Some time

ago, on a somewhat similar occasion to this, a speaker used these words:

I am called upon by command from your lordship and the council who direct the progress of (this)

Society, to enteriain this illustrious assembly with something which, being either derived from, or leading
to, philosophical experiment, may be of real use. and suitable to the design o[ its institution. I am highly
r.niibl. of'the honour which is do.r. -., so of the great disadvantages I'iie under for want of abilitiJs to
carry me through an undertaking of this importance, and before such acute and learned judges; but I hope

r Since copies of Volume 43 of the Bulletin may not be conveniently available, the following (direct) quotation

may be cited: "Some of my profane listeners will be inclined to say 'What in hell is eutopotropism?' . . .I made it

up to shock you so that you will remember the idea. . . . Eutopotropism is the tendency or sense to know where you

are well off and go there."
2 Appendix A provides a chronological list of all preceding Presidential addresses.
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that my obedience to your commands will cover these defects for which I can make no other apology.
There are few here, I presume, who know not upon how innocent and humble a subject I have long sinie
directed my-thought; and, therefore, I hope they will not be displeased, or think it unworthy oT their
patience, if from iheir more sublime and n'oble speculations (and 'i,hich io often carry them tJ converse
among the brighter orbs and heavenly bodies) they descend a while, and fix their eyes upon the earth. . . .

Thus did )ohn Evelyn address the Royal Society on the 29th day of April, 1675 (Evelyn, 1675).
May I use his words, suitably democratized, as my own as I invite you to forsake extraterrestrial
geology at least briefly and look down with me at some aspects of the soil, just as that audience did
in London, England, now almost three hundred years ago.

The strange neglect ofsoil, and ofPleistocene geology in particular, to which I have ventured
to refer, is reflected in several ways, not the least of which is in the geological curricula of recent
decades at universities. This is in strange contrast with the long history of field studies of surfrcial
deposits, a history that is notably reflected in the work and publications of the geological surveys of
the English--speaking world (brief notes upon which are included as Appendix B). Fortunately,
there has always been a small core of devoted workers in this fascinating field. Today, Pleistocene
st-udies are slowly gaining increasing recognition, the proliferation of those happy informal groups
of "Friends of the Pleistocene" being but one indication of this growing interest. But geologiJts
in general have been content to walk over soil, often denigrating it with such names as "mud"-
in effect letting the grass grow under their feet, literally but naturally not metaphorically.

In agricultural studies, great advances have been made in the investigation of the soil in which
crops grow, pedology being now a well--established branch ofscience. Engineers, correspondingly,
have had to use soil and to move it in very large quantities in the course of their utilitarian oper-
ations. For a long time, and again apart from the pioneer effort of a few gifted individuals, en-
gineers also treated soil with disdain. During the last thirty years, however, there has been a com-
plete change in this attitude. The science of soil mechanics is now well established.

It may therefore be useful to review what this new look at soil has done and to inquire whether
there are or can be any useful links between engineering and geological soil studies. This has na-
turally been done before-there was, for example, an admirable review by a geologist of this loint
interest in soil published as early as 1950 (Kaye) and a corresponding review by an engineer de-
livered in the same year (Skempton, 1953), but appreciation of the importance of the joint
discipline appears to be limited still to a very restricted circle. If, therefore, the occasion of a
Presidential talk can properly be used for a broad-ranging but quite general review of soil in
geology, possibly it will still be "suitable to the design of [the] institution" of our grear Society.

A ssmantic problem must be faced at the outset*definition of the word "soil." In keeping
with its Latin origin (solum, the ground), the word was used in all early geological studies in
English-speaking countries to describe all the fragmented material in the crust of the earth below
the size of small boulders. Even before the recognition of geology, fohn Evelyn used the word in
this generally accepted sense, for in his "Discourse on Earth, Mould and Soil," he said that:
"The most beneficial sort of mould or earth, appearing at the surface . . . is the natural under-
turfearth; but for a description of the rest which succeed it in strata, or layers, till we arrive on
the barren and impenetrable rock, I shall refer the critical reader to the oid geoponic authors."

In his account of his famous "Map of the Strata of England," William Smith (1815) refers to
"the general course and width of each stratum of the soil and minerals." j. W. Dawson, an early
President of this Society, in his book Acadian Geology (1855) wrote that "the western part of
Nova Scotia presents some fine examples of marine alluvial soils." The early volumes of the
American Journal of Science contain repeated uses of the word used in this original sense (see, for
example, Brewer, 1885). Innumerable other examples from geological literature could be given.

Engineers have continued to use the word in the same sense, soil being officially defined by
the American Society of Civil Engineers jointly with the American SoCiety for-Testing and
Materials as: "Sediments or other unconsolidated accumulations of solid particles produced by
the physical and chemical disintegration of rocks, and which may or may not contain organit
mattet" (A.S.T.M. 1967). Soil Mechanics, a name that is an accurate translbtion of Bodenmechanifr"
includes the study of all the soils with which the engineer has to deal, and not just the topsoil.
There has been an unfortunate tendency in recent geological writing, however, to follow the lead
of agricultural soil scientists in confining the use of the general term "soil" to tlie topsoil, ro rhe
understanding of which pedological studies have made such great contributions. Semantic con-
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fusion of this kind is sineularlv unfortunate, especially when there is such fine and widespread

co-ooeration between *6rkets in the several disciplines involved' Since my own immediate

colleagues include "soil scientists" of both persuasion-s, we have endeavored to trace the source of

the confubi.on and I think that we have found the explanation.

At the First International Congress on Soil Scienie held in 1927 in Washington, P.9.' C.. F.

Marbut presented a definition of so-l limiting it-s use to what is commonly called topsoil 
*ranging

in thickness from a mere frlm to a maximuri of somewhat more than ten feet which differs from

At the same meeting, C. F. Shaw presented a

iterature" and in it he referred to a book by K.
(ussian agricultural soil scientist who continued':.".? :::.'H tt# tf.,g 3 ili'f, ?;'#:

distinct words for 
,.soil" 

and "topsoir" *", .br.;::i:slation 

ihe fact that the Russians have two

The definition of Dokuchaev of 1886, quote

by Shaw was of "rock strata lying near the surl

and dead organisms." By reference to original v

that he described such surface material as "poch

bined action of (a) ground l" grunt"l, (b) climate,

chaev, 1949). These two words-"grunt" and ",

of the leaders of whom has confirmed to me that

offriable soil which is altered naturally by the efl

and which possesses the property of fe.tility. By grunt we mean. ..-subsoil or all friable soil re-

sulting from the erosion bf the lithosphere .'. . and not sublect to soil forming processes" (Ttyl-o-

vich, i96Z;. In Soviet soil mechanics work, the general term"grunt" is always used in this specific

manner.
British engineers display semantic exactitude in using the word."soif in accord with Pro-

fessor Tsytoviih's int.tpt.tation of "grunt," as shown in Figure I which is reproduced (by per-

9 -  {  .  ILeochedhor izon

g.!! ! I H"' i 'on ot"ccumu-
Y O i .  o I  lot lonsometlmes

F- Ei I  cemented to hordpqn,

Weothered top of the geologicol

deposit5,  not convei led lo soi l
sui toble for plont growth, including
the horizon in which columnor
skucture moy be developed in cloys.

Solt ond loose geologicol deposits
ei lher sol id or dr i f l ,  such _os grovels,

sonds, clays, peots, elc.  lhese moy
be interbedded with rock which,
especiol ly in o dipping ser ies,
requires invesl igol ion.

A g r i c u l t u r a l

S o i l  o r  S o i l
P r o f i l e  o f

P e d o l o g y

Hord ond r igid geologicol  deposits,

E a r t h  o r  S o i l
i n  t h e

E n g i n e e r i n g
S e n s e

R o c k

Fieure 1. The relation between pedological soil and soil in the engi-

ieering sense (British Standard Code of Practice for Soil Exploration).
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mission) from the British Standard Code of Practice for Soil Exploration (1957). Since the hands
of the clock cannot be turned back, most unfortunately in thisiase, and the Russian practice of
using two diferent words to describe the two different types of ground adopted in English, it
may be suggested, with all due respect to agricultural soil scientists, that all concerned should
continue to use the same familiar word soil,leaving to individual contexts any necessary restriction
of its use to the "A" and "8" horizons of the pedologist. This is the invariable pricrice in soil
mechanics; it should be reflected also in the literature of geology, continuing the invariable
practice of earlier vears.^ 

The name of i. F. Marbut will be recognized by many, as that of one of the great pioneer
workers in the study of soil. Born in 1863, he was trained in physical geology at the University of
Missouri where he taught from 1895 until 1910, when he commenced his illustrious career with
the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils of the United States Department of Agriculture. One of his

.tures of Missouri, and in a published lecture he
the rest of the unconsolidated material lying be-
I constituting parts of one geological body . . ."

;il:'::#.:.,:fiJ:??:lrj,?:l'g','":'.::#ffi t:
was, clearly, an endearing characrer; ti, 

".tiuitf,lrt':f*5 
t*:1i"#nbil fli::*:ottil;#;

when in his sixties in order to keep pace with Russian pedological work.
It was the husband ofa Fellow of this Society who persuaded engineers to look at soil as they

look at other materials: capable of analysis, latoratory testing, 
"id 

ro of predetermined use.
Karl Terzaghi was a man of genius. When he died in his eighty-first year in 1963, he had seen the
scientific study of soils for engineering purposes-soil mechanics, of which he was the acknowledged
founder-in wide use throughout the world. Born in Prague in 1883, he was graduated in 1900
in mechanical engineering from the Technische Hochschule in Graz, Austria. His early interest in
geology was indicated by his translating, while doing his army service, Geikie's Outlines of Field
Geology, published in 1904. As he accumulated experience in construction, he

i:',?'Jtffi "rHff #'olij;oo',t"til,'.n'.",'li'.'ffi I
eological information in the Construction camps of the
trenuous work to discover that geological information

only be obtained by physical tesrs carried out in a

Engineers have all too often forgotten the warning implicit in these words-that soil mechanics
must rest upon a sound geological foundation. One wonders ifgeologists, on the other hand, have
taken full advantage of the information that laboratory testsbn soil can provide,

Terzaghi's words were spoken in the course of the Presidential Address he delivered to the
First International Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, held at Harvard
University in 1936 as a part of the University's tercentenary. In the three decades since that
memorable, meeting, the engineering use of soil has been revoiutionized, typified perhaps by the
fact that there is now under construction a dam consisting of nothing bul soil,-92+ feet high,

lehind all such achievements lies a great body of

;eology; a well-developed expertise in the taking

,1.,111i5;iiill1':fJffi iffii'*"ii:1"T""1i,;
: results of'which no civil engineering project of

. This broad coverage includes the study of all fragmented materials from sand and gravel,
through compact glacial tills, to the most sensitive of clays. The types of test will vary depending
on the character of the soil, but the element of accurate measurertretrt is always dominant. Corl
respondingly, not only Pleistocene soils are so studied in the field and in the la'boratory, but soils
ofany geological age that may have to be used for engineering purposes. In England, for example,
qrrite extensive -studies have been carried out, using regulai tec[niques of soil mechanics, into
the properties of the Keuper Marl of Triassic age (Kolbuszewski and-others, 1965). It would ap-



pear that the wider use in geological studies of the accurately measured properties of soils might

have something to contribute to the advance ofgeological understanding. The oft-quoted dictum

of Lord Kelvin, "when you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers,

you know something about it," has assuredly been taken to heart by those who have to study

soils for engineering purposes.

The first and most obvious test for all students of soil is the determination of the distribution

of particle sizes. In soil mechanics practice this is carried out by a combination of sieving (down

to the No. 200 sieve) and a simple application of Stokes's law for the fall of a solid from suspension;
the results are usually recorded as a semilogarithmic plot. One would imagine that there would

be general agreement as to the limits of the main divisions of soil particle sizes, but unfortunately
this is not the case, despite a number of attempts at agreement. The Soil Science Society of .A,mer-

ica is now making one more attempt to introduce uniformity into the situation summarized in
Figure 2, an effort which this Society is supporting through its Division of Engineering Geology,
and one which, it is hoped, will succeed.
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Figure 2. Subdivisions ofsoil by particle size in current use,

Despite the acknowledged limitations, for engineering purposes, of mechanical analyses of

soils, they do provide some issistance in the recognition of frost-usceptible soils and in compaction

and permeability studies. Naturally, they provide guidance as to the differentiation of the main

groups of uniformly graded soils: giavels, sands, silts, and clays; and as to the grading of the mix-

tureJ of soil types such as are found in glacial tills. In the case of newly formed fine-grained soils

of fresh minerals, generally the silts, there appears to be some evidence from northern Ontario

that the degree of fineness of particles in silt and clay deposits may be related to their distance

from centers of glaciation.

In a detailedlaboratory study of varved clays from Steep Rock Lake, Ontario, Eden (1955)

examined soil properties at intervals of about one fifth of an inch throughout a dark layer of a

Iarge varve just over three inches thick. The results are shown in Figure 4, grain size being in-

dicated as the geometrical mean diameter (d). The variation of particle size throughout the varve

is clearly seen. This shows that the varves cannot be classed as diatactic, as suggested by Antevs

(1951).'This one diagram raises interesting questions about sedimentation which a detailed

analysis of particle sizes might help to solve.
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these sediments. This was pioneer work in the early 
'fifties. 

It is somewhat surprising to find rela

tively few records of later geological work along similar lines (Romminger and Rutledge,1952).
The potential that these simple tests present to geologists is shown even more clearly by the

geological interpretation of the results of tests upon soil samples obtained while carrying out test

drilling for the foundations for offshore oil drilling platforms in the vicinity of the Mississippi

Delta. Fisk and McClelland summarized in a notable paper their co-operative work in studying the
geological significance of the results of engineering tests (including the Atterberg tests) on soil

samples obtained in the foundation investigations. Clear evidence of a sharp decrease in strength,

t4+2 R. F. LEGGET-SOIL: ITS GEOLOGY AND USE

E N G I N E E R I N G  P R O P E R T I E S
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Figure 7. Typical boring log and soil test results, Eugene Island, Louisiana (Fisk and McClelland, 1959).
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among other things, was found at a depth of 164 feet below sea level, clearly marking the u,pper

surfac? of the late"Pleistocene sedimenis known to underlie the more recent deltaic deposits (Fisk

and McClelland, 1959).

It is not only with recently formed soils that tl

P. G. H. Boswell was one geologist who regularl

Sediments, the somewhat unusual title which he 1
investigations (1961). His many results for soils from a -variety 

ot. geologrcal honzc

mode of about 20 peicent for the plastic limit which, he observed, "is close to the natt

content of Cenoz6ic, Cretaceousind furassic Clays." The coincidence is not without interest' as

Boswell says, and even though it may be due to the selection of commonly occurring Plastic clays

for testing and industrial .trl., it y.i points the way to another unexplored avenue of geological

inauirv of potential scientific value.'tt 
*itt now be clear that, in any study offine-grained soils, the water associated with the soil

solids will always be of significance. What of the water that is found in natural association with

soil particles? Usually, it will be found to be rele

the iresh wate r of clear streams of today. When,

in sea water, some of the original salt content rr

percent which is about 0.6 percent greater than

ph.norn.r,on to explain. Thise charaiteristics o[

to their sensitivity but the relationship is coml

working on clays of the Ottawa area, has shown t

increases consistently with increase in the sensiti.

leaching of the Leda clay, and its carbonate content, with results that r:

about ricent geological explanations of variations in the Leda clay.

One wouli imagine that, irrespective of any salt content in natural qore water' the natural

water contenr of n&mal soils in piace would be below the liquid limit. If the soil is clearly in a

solid state, how could it be otherwise? But fine-grained soils are regularly encountered in glaci-

ated areas where the natural moisture contents are indeed above their liquid limits, and some-

times appreciably so. A typical record for a test hole through such a soil is shown in Figure 8.

Since thire is no doubt abbut the validity ofsuch test results as shown for this case-even though

when first encountered they are natur;lly viewed with skepticism-there must be something

unusual about the way in which the pore water and the soil solids are associated.

Soil structure, in'an engineering-mineralogical sense, must therefore be considered. It can

readily be demonstrated tha't such iils have what was first described by soil mechanics workers

a, a h6n.y.omb structure, resulting from interparticle attraction at the time .of deposition. Early

work of Goldschmidt was found tJbe relevanito this problem; he had described the structure as

that of unstable card-houses (1926). Lambe and Rosenquist^supported this view, but it was

not until electron microscopy'could be used that this tyfe of internal structure was. positively

identified (Lambe, 1953; Roienquist, 1959). Despite thisinternal structure, soils.of this type in

their natural position will be quite solid to-the touch and often will p.ossess considerable,strength

if not disturbed. Once disturbed, however, the internal structure will be destroyed, the exces

water will be released and will very rapidly convert the previously solid material to a fluid.

The vital importance of this soil prop.tty in enginei_ring practice can readily be appreciated.

Its geological significance arises from iheTact'that nalural disturbance of such soils, as by an earth-

quake shock, or through progressive erosion at t

that will be characterized as landslides. A varie

areas covered by sensitive clays will be found ir

mineralogy, or the character of the salt conten

natural moisture content in relation to the Atte

Even without laboratory facilities for carrying <

"excess" of pore water can readily be detictid by merely working a small sample between the
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l"q.^*. 
This will quickly. display the sensitive character of the soil, as the excess pore water makes

itself evident, with the obvious attendant implications if the soil is being disturbed by engineering
works.

One of the most notable areas in which these sensitive clays occur is that which was once
covered .!y ttt. Champlain Sea, roughly the lower parts of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa River
valleys. (Is there any other,village in the world with a name equivale nt to Les Eboulemcnls,a small
settlement one hundred miles below Quebec City, on the nortlr shore of the St. Lawrence, iounded
on the detrital fan of a flow slide in the Leda Clav
graphic accounts of more than a dozen vast sli&
discloses innumerable old slides adiacent to aln
and St. Lawrence valleys. These features are novr
surface that they will usually be undetected in r

When the actual mechanism by which such
been recognized, consideration hai to be given
modern soil studies-the pressure in the witer nr

#If.;'J:fr sfJ:",%',x\581x::i:Lii'il'J.il',1:
(Jverthrust -b'aultrng" (1959). Although these two authors make crystal clear their indebted-
;s- to Terzaghi for his stimulus to their own thinking, through their gracious but properly

qualified acknowledgmentj_olg already encounters,suggeslions tha"t the basii idea of por. pror.ttl
originated in the Rubey-Hubbert papers. These distinguished past Presidents wouli be ihe first
to disclaim any such innovation, jusf as Terzaghi him;lf *ould harre done, even thoush it was
undoubtedly he who first focused accurate attention on the concept and first used it riathema-

tion to the settlements of ancient monuments, I
soil mechanics, including that of pore pressure
more definite indication-of this in Lyelt'i Slalaz
following words in a notable review of Terzag
le60).

When sand and mud sink to the bottom ofa deep sea, the particles are not pressed down bv the enor-
mous weight of the incumbent ocean; for the water rvhich becomes minsled with the sand and irud resists
pressure with a force equal to that of the column of fluid above.

. Rubey and Hubbert'rustrated the earrie*i:J":: il::; T:, ffi;T,
through the use o{ a rectangular shear box to-which is applied i planar shearing force. A-lthough
still of value, and still in,use in a variety of forms, this-type ol soil shear t.it h"r been olrJr-
shadowed in recent yegl.by the so--called, and much more virsatile, triaxial test. Cylindrical soil
samples are used, caref_ully mounted between loading plates and so arranged that'they can be
surrounded.by asuitable fluid, through which they cirr-be subjected to prJdetermined principal
stresses additional to that imposed by the external axial load. By using flexible imper-.ubl. nt nt-
branes to, hold the samples, this type of test can be used for aimost 

-"ll 
typ.s of ioil, from coarse

sand to clay, and in natural or disturbed (remolded) states. A simple veriion of the test omitting
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the enclosure ofthe sample, the unconfined compression test, can be used for the rapid evaluation
of the strength of coheslve soils, even in the field through the use of a portable testing device.

- One aspect of the compressive testing of soils has considerable geologicil significance:-the con-
solidationlesr. Another unfortunate semantic diffrculty has to Le faied. In recent geological
literature the word "compaction"'is used to denote the natural compression of soils, such as -lay,
whereas the term "consolidation" has been used in soil mechanics work for the same purpose ever

;::i:,#$ffii:t'i#$*l;:h;#:?J
:?:"i:lffi ::"'[:,;*u"tx';m[,11n:n1

One of Terzaghi's many great contributions to the study of soils was his explanation and
mathematical formulation of the consolidation, under load, of clays (1926). As an eite rnal (verti-
cal) load is applied to a clay stratum, some of the pore water will be forced out of the voids in that
Part of the soil that is subjected to appreciable increased stress. It will then move slowly away from
the highly stressed region under the hydrostatic gradient caused by the pressure that hai been
induced. The void ratio will decrease a.td th. surfaie of the clav will settle, due to what is termed
"primary consolidation." In many cases there will occur addiiional settlement, usually of minor
degree, 8ue to the rearrangemettt of the constituent solid particles under stiess, brit with no
change in pore pressure, this being called "secondary consolidation."

By making certain reasonable but simplifying assumptions, Terzaghi was able to prove that

^ Dtt

oz'

where u is the por.e-water pressure
t is the elaosed time
C, is the coelficient of consolidation
z is the depth below the surface

all expressed in appropriate units. Cu is dependent upon the void ratio of the soil, which is defined
as the ratio of the volume of voids in the soil to the corresponding volume of soil solids, the per-
meability of the soil, the unit weight of water, and the coefficient of compressibility. Thislast
factor is obtained from the results of the consolidation test; there appearJ to be some relarion
between this value and the liquid limit, but this is only one of several interrelations of soil charac-
teristics that have yet to be fullv explored.

This differentiai equation is'the'basis of the theory of consolidation. It is often called the
"Terzaghi Equation." With its use, it is possible to determine the theoretical magnitude of the
settlement to be expected under a building founded on clay, and the rate at which this will take
place. Comparisons between such theoretical results and observations of actual settlements are
not alway's as close as is desirable, This has led to extensive research, still in progress, into many
asPec_ts of the consolidation test. The test is conducted in a relatively simple apparatus, a cylin-
drical sample of soil (at its natural moisture content) being confined in a me tal ring and held be-

iil;;;.Tli[',::l:'#1:l:]1il',:*f nn:f:
tion the consolidation of the specimen can be

t' *rt*''*"f.ffii;;?l ff 5ir:',:n' xl
the preconsoridation road can be estimated. 

n indicated the graphical construction by which

The shape of the experimental curve in Figure l0 suggests that the first part of the sample con-
solidation ii not quite fl,. t"-. as the main pitt of the iirve, which represints the effect tf what
is really the second loading upon the soil, that is, after it has been removed from the ground. Ifit
has previously been loaded, while still in its natural position; this will be indicated by this first

ryct_lon of the experimental plot, It has been gen.rally agreed to denote the "preconsolidation
load" as that given by the intersection of the tangenti tothe first two parts ofthe plotted con-

Du

dt
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Figure 10. Schematic pressurevoid ratio curve
from consolidation test.
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solidation record. If only to indicate some of the questions in this field that are still unanswered,

Figure ll is included to show that, for some types of clay at least, the rate of loading in the test

is of considerable significance. Crawford's work shows clearly that all the problems in soll mechan-

ics are not yet solved-far from it. The phenomenon of consolidation is but one of the many

areas of interest currently under active investigation throughout the world in this very lively

branch of the earth sciences.
Despite some remaining uncertainties in special cases, attention is invited to the information

about the superficial load to which the soil being tested has been subjected naturally, so readily

obtainable from the standard consolidation test. Only very rarely will this have been due to recent

V O  I  D
R A T I O

t
I
I

s
z t o
O -

t
d  t 5

t 0 N

, l o
P R E S S U R E ,  K g / C M -

Figure 11. Influence of rate of loading on com-

pressron-pressure curves for Leda Clay (Craw-

ford, 1964).

artificial loading of the clay, as by a building or an earth fill, or of the weight of a layer ofsoil

that has only recently been removed. In almost all cases, the preconsolidation load as determined
by this simple soil teit will be a measure of the load to which the soil has been sublected in the

course of its geological history. It may, therefore, be a measure of the depth of soil that has been

eroded from the site, and in glaciated areas may even give some indication of the depth of ice

that has rested upon the soil in question (see, for example, Harrison, 1958).
Figure 12 summarizes some of the consolidation test results obtained by Crawford and his

colleagues for the Leda clay of the Ottawa area; the general correlation between elevation above
present sea level and preconsolidation pressure will be clear. The three sets ofrecords for clay from

Green Creek illustrate yet another of the areas of continuing investigation. The two lower curves

are based on results from samples obtained by ordinary "commercial" boring; the upper curve

was obtained using samples procured by refined sampling methods (using very thin-walled sam-
plers) and with improved testing methods. Although the variations are significant, they do not
invalidate the general utility of the correlation. They point the way to even more accurate pre-

consolidation load determinations (Crawford, 1961).

Kenney (1964) has approached this broad problem from the other direction, by assembling
geological records with which to develop the curve of eustatic sea-level movement for the late

Pleistocene period shown in Figure 13. He then correlated this basic record with the results of

T A N G E N T S
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consolidation tests upon soils from Boston, Nicolet, Ottawa, and Oslo; those for Oslo and Ottawa

are shown in Figures' l4 and 15. He suggests that both areas have been subjected to one period of

submergence, f6lowed by emergence, erosion, and weathering. For Oslo, the preconsolidation

load as letermined by tesi agreeJwith the geological evidence, but the test results for the Ottawa

clay show some variaiion from the geological history as deduced by Kenney, features that are cur-

rently under investigation.

GROU N D S U R F A C E

C R U S TF

;
9  r : o
F

U

U

t 2 3

pREcoNSoL rDAr roN  pREssuRE,  r o ru fo  r r

between preconsolidation pressure and elevation for

4 5

Leda Clay in Ottawa area

G R E E N  C R E E K

( S P E C I A L  T E S T S )

Fieure 12. Relation
(Crawford, 1961).

These diagrams show that glacial clays can reveal much atrout their geological history when

samples ut. riit"bly tested in i soil mechanics laboratory. The same phenomenon can be dem-

onsirated in similai and other ways for other types of ioil-glacial tills, clay shales, and even

sands, for which the relative density in place is a most useful indicator. In effect, soils have much

of their historv built in, in a mannir comparable to that in which many solid rocks will indicate

something of their history as, for example,-by argon dating. With- this demonstration of the inter-

relation oi soil mechanics tests carried'out in t[e laboratory and the Pleistocene geology of the

field, with overrones provided by differential calculus, the case for the 1nu_tuq! interdependence

of soil mechanics and geology may perhaps rest, and attention be directed, finally, to some rather

more general considerations.

Oie sometimes hears it said by geologists who have some appreciation of the value of the tools

that soil mechanics studies ha'..'e mide a-vailable to them, thai it is "too bad that soil mechanics

ff Tr":ilr# HTI lTiiil:'ff ; ';11'J .'lii

constructional problems of the civil engineer. W

demands, nothing like the progress that has beer

today. The more theoretical results of soil mec

work that was started in response to demands f

useless to do other than to iccept the situation
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collaboration, mutual respect, and ioint activity
sts, iusr as there should Le between workers ii-r

,r#:'i#::.iii,H:'6;'.t"J;ff :,:ln::':j;
I continuing challenge to all who are interested in
osely together, in harmony, sharing methods and
'als, pursuing parallel paths but with no artificial
rking together but with a view to cross-fertiliza-

, l':t .'fll'*',:??::1.:::ff:i'i|1 r,,. gu,.a to so's.

ii*'.iff**f*i*lixlf *"'"'l''p

rtions, desiccation to appreciable depths making
:d only on engineering works.

It has been wittily.remarked that a set of engineering test hole iecords is not geology! No
engineer ever suggested,that they were! But if the records and samples that test holis reieal are
carefully-studied by geologists, they.can make unique contributions to geological understanding of
an area. Much more so can the study aid during excavation, as it proCeeds. It mav be suggesied,

ryillp."t any qualifications, that eve-ry university geology departmLnt should be aiive to if,. por-
sibilities presented in its own areafor unique field studies; engineering co-operation is almoit a
certalnty.

If only to show that in this matter, too, there is little that is new, a brief quotarion from Sir
Charles Lyell's diarv of his first visit to North Ar
after he landed at'Borton he found rhat "sevt
mounds of stratified and unstratifred gravel and
ognize the exact resemblance of this part of Nev
and Sweden. . . ." And when, on t4 fune, 1842, J
"found Mr. Roy, the civil engineer, expecting n
and gravel and those successive terraces, at various heights above the level of Lake Ontario, of
which he has given an account in 1837 to the (

Toronto between geologists and engineers has
subway system, excavation penetrated the ius
complete suite of soil samples from rhis excavarir
keeping of the Royal Ontario Museum, and in
interpretative papers (Legget and Schrieve r, 1960 1.

The. draining of Steep Rock Lake in wesrern

x.:fli,LTnxff .:i,ki' 3":ru"Jlur#
at'Massena, New York, and Cornwall, Ontario, together with the associated navigation locks,
necessitated excavation on a gargantuan scale, t..'.ili.rg much of the bottom of thE great river
for the first, and probably for ihe only, time in hunian history. MacClintock and"his fellow
workers made every useof this great opportunity and were given every possible assistance by the
engineers resPonsible (MacClintock and Stewart, 1965). The exposurei oT till in the deep .*."u"-
tions assisted with the "unraveling" of the unusually complex?leistocene geology of this inter-
esting area.
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So the record of studies already made can continue. What of the futurel Here one may follow
in the footsteps of past President King Hubbe rt who, four years ago, pointed ahead to some of the
consequences of current population expansion (Hubbert, 1963). More recent figures, released by
the United Nations, show ihat, provided the world-as all will pray-avoids i'major calamity,
and even allowing for some measure of birth control, the population of the world by the year 20d0
will be at least 7 .4 billion. Today it is about 3.2 billion. In little more than thirty years, iherefore,
the population of the world could double, and might even include an additional 6i[[on inhabitanti
beyond that incredible total. More recent studies still suggest that, before that point in human
history is reached, a crisis will have developed with regard to the food necessary to keep such num-
bers from starvation. Agricultural soil scientists have their global challenge too, theref;re, but our
thinklng.may be.confined-merely to the challenge ahead of civil engineiring, and so of geology.

Well before the end of this century, making iven minimal allowance for-some increai in ihe
general standard of living-within the lifetime, therefore, of a majority of present members of
the Geological Society of America-the enginee rs and architects of the world will have to build
at least as many structures as exist in the world today-buildings, dams, roads, and all allied struc-.
tures. And every single one of these structures must be built in contact with the ground, thus in-
volving geology and usually excavation as well. In the years immediately ahead, therefore, there
are going to be opportunities for joint study of the soil such as have never yet been imagined-
joint opportunities and also joint challenges, since even today's phenomenil world rate of con-
struction must soon be far more than doubled.

These are sober estimates and conservative statements. The great challenge will be in the field
of applied geology, but the extent of these contributions will be matched by the vastly increased
opPortunities for field study of geology in new excavations. The advancei in underitanding of
Pleistocene deposits that,such,study will make possible could well be remarkable, if the opportuni-
ties so presented are well used.

_ When it is -appre-ciated that "the relatively short span of the Pleistocene brought grearer
changes to the face of the earth than any that have occuired during the previous se't enty million
years of_the Cenozoic Era, the present boundaries between land and tei*er. [then] established,
the earth obtained the relief it now has, much of the world's scenery was fishioned, and the
physical and cultural evolution of man took place" (Ericson and Wallin, 1964), then perhaps the
need for marshaling a concerted approach to the scientific study of the soil will be clearly appar.nt.

Gilbert's prophetic words of I890 may fittingly be requoted, just as Russell used them in in-
troducing his address nine years ago: "When the work of the geologist is finished and his final
comprehensive-report written, the longest and most comprehensive chapter will be on the latest
and shortest of the geological periods" (Gilbert, 1890). These words re-echo as one stands fas-
cinated in front of some new and quite remarkable contorted exposures found occasionally in
Pleistocene deposits, or examines unusual soil structures under a powerful microscope. When'it is
remembered that much of what is studied in the Pleistocene has iome to occupy its present posi-
tion during_the long course of the evolution of man, and that knowledge of-prehistoric man is
based very largely on what little has been found of his remains in Pleistocene deposits, then sci-
entific interest deepens and the sense of wonder grows, with questions yet unans;ered about all
that is involved in the phenomenon of man and the ultimate putpos. of scientific inquiry.

Fortunately, there has recently been among us-quite liteiatly, for he attended icientifrc
meetings in North America and wrote appreciatively of his residenie at Berkeley-one who has
faced these questions and essayed to ans-er them, a theologian, philosopher, and giologist extraor-
dinary, friend and field companion of George B. Barbour, p.c.s.a-. The Phinominon of Man
was the consuming inte_rest of Pie rre Teilhari de Chardin as he studied Pleistocene depSsits in
many. parts of the world-China, South Africa, and even North America. His writings, most
notable for the book with the title just quoted, are only now appearing in print; they havi special
appeal for many of his fellow geologists, even for this worker in tle kitchen of science. Some db not

*ffffi;ffi
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that reality will be universally admitted by the science of tomorrow" (de Chardin, l95l). And

this from a student of soil.

The study of soil is surely not quite so mundane a matter as was suggested earlier. It is, rather,

a truly vital part of the science of the earth.
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APPENDIX B

Notes on Pleistocene Studies of Geological Surveys of the English-Speakhg World

United States of America

The U.S. Gmlogical Survey had a section concerned with Pleistocene geology beginning about 1886

and continuing through 1930. it was called at various times the Section oiCtaii"t Giology, Qivision of

Plcistocene GJology,"and Section of Physiographic and Glacial Geology. It was concerned-with fields of
study that *. noi'gro,.rp informally unier"th€ general heading of Suificial Geology. Subsequently, this
activity has been handled within various branches of both the Geologic and Water Resources Divisions,
but it continues as a part of the program at about the same rate as before.

About 9 percent of the geologicalmaps published by the U.S. Geological Survey throughout its history
are surficial geologic maps. Of the total number 4640 are bedrock maps and 460 are surficial maps. A com-
mittee repori prepared in 1958 stated that the Geologic Division was then spending l2 percent of its effort
supported by dirictly appropriated funds on proleits concerned with surhcial gEology. This figure was
batid on estimated pi"ii.i .6r*. The relative i'ffort today is probably *"S.:T;,1L',u'i.",ion 

f.o_' 
W. T' Prcone, Director)

Canada

?leistocene studies in its work from its inception, Sir
ng a lengthy section on Superficial Geology and a map

1jll1'tiH'l't!:'*f,HIii#{{'}*T:'.','#
More than 350 published papers on Pleistocene geology and related subiects have been written by mem-

bers of the Survey itaff, incluiing about 50 dated bifore i900 and 200 publiihed prior to 1950. In connection
with a postwar administrative tiatrange-errt of the Survey, the irirportance'of Pleistocene studies was

recognized by the establishment ofa "Fleistocene Section." ft should 6e noted that prior to this there were

no slch subdivisions in the organization of the Survey for bedrock or any other zubject, all work being

then grouped under "Geology" and "Geophysics."

Great Britain

(Based on a personal communication from
Y, Fonrrnn, Director)

(In Great Britain, a distinction has always been made between "Solid" and "Drift" maps, The.dis-

tinciion is retained in the following note, sin;e the terms are still in use and will be encountered by those

using British geological maps.)
nVery little corild b. achiet ed in the way of drift mapping so long as field work was carried out on the

scale of one inch to the mile. Still, a start was actually madelcoveriig a large part of Norfolk, by,|oshua

Trimmer, 1844-1846. His results are given in the Jouinal of the Agricultural Sbciety for 1847, and of the
ial ohenomena"was of old standine, for in 1831 he had
:ll over 1000 ft. on Moel Trvfan,-Snowdonia. In 1846

(Flett, 1937).' 
Today, of the quarter-inch map series for England and Wales, four out of twenty-three are called

Drift Maps. Of the Old Series of one-inch sheets,-89 out of 351 sheets for England and Wales are Drift

Maps. Of the New Series, 225 out of 289 sheets are either Drift maps or "solid and l-)rift" -maps. For

Scothnd, 48 out of the 159 one-inch maps are Drift maps. All field surveying in the United Kingdom is

carried out on the six-inch or larger scales, Drift being recorded as well as bedroik. The descriptive Memoirs

include detailed accounts of the Drift deposits.


